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Abstract
Winograd- and FFT-based convolution are two efficient
convolution algorithms targeting high-performance inference. Their efficiency comes from the reduction of the number of multiplication operations due to linear and Fourier
transforms. However, the two existing approaches cannot
handle efficient compression of the neural network, which
might contribute significant improvement in computation
and memory footprint.
We propose to investigate the potential of pruning
Winograd- and FFT-accelerated CONV layer computation.
We used the heuristics of pruning the model in the based
on the absolute value of the elements in the transformed
domain. Our results shows that using Winograd-based convolution on LeNet-5, the number of parameters of the first
and second layer can be both pruned to 10% of its original number, and using FFT-based convolution, can be both
pruned to 25%, with only 0.18% loss of accuracy.

1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks have become highly pervasive for various applications in visual recognition. In fact,
the most recent and most successful neural networks, such
as GoogleNet [7] and ResNet [3], only consist of convolutional layers. However, the testing time performance of
several successful convolutional neural networks is still far
from real-time. Compared to fully-connected layers, it is
known that convolutional layer is far more intensive computationally. As a result, if we could accelerate CONV layer
inference by reducing the computation workload, we could
possibly achieve real-time neural network.
Recent work [5] has demonstrated a fast convolutional
algorithm to improve the performance of convolutional layers by up to 4X in terms of reduction of number of multiplication operations. The key idea is to perform convolution
in transformed domains using Winograd algorithm that reduces the number of operations required to perform the convolution. Similarly, prior work has investigated the speedup
potential of using FFT for convolution, which converts the
convolution to simple element-wise multiplication of matri-
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ces in the transformed domain.
To further pursue high efficiency in inference, a recent
research work [2] described a method of reducing the storage and computation required by neural networks by pruning and compressing the network based on certain heuristics. Experiment results showed that the parameters of FC
and CONV layers in several successful neural networks
could be reduced by an order of magnitude and 2/3 without affecting their accuracy [2], which is a huge improvement in terms of memory footprint as well as computation
workload. However, the above two algorithms , Winogradand FFT-based convolution cannot exploit the potential of
pruning and compressing the network.
In this work, we propose to investigate the potential of
pruning Winograd- and FFT-based CONV layer computation. We used similar pruning heuristics as the previous
work, but in the two transformed domain. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first research work on the
pruning of efficient convolution algorithm. The experiment
results showed that the two convolution layers of LeNet5 on MNIST dataset can be pruned to 10% of its original
size, and using FFT-based convolution, can be both pruned
to 25%, with only 0.18% loss of accuracy.

2. Related Work
Pruning has been shown to be very effective on convolutional neural network. This could have two advantages:
(i) reducing the number of parameters required to be stored
for CNN; and (ii) reducing the computation workload of the
CNN. Both have huge impact on performance and energy.
A recent research work [2, 1] has shown that for reducing its
parameters by up to 13X. The pruning heuristics they used
for FC layers are as follows: first, the network is trained
give information on which connections are important based
on the value of the weights in the connection. Next, after
setting a threshold value, unimportant connections whose
weight values are below the threshold is pruned. Finally,
the network is re-train to fine-tune the weights of the remaining connections. Similar approaches can be applied to
CONV layer, where the parameters can be reduced by up to
13X.
A more recent paper [1] further proposed a method to

address a problem in the aforementioned pruning approach
that such pruning usually results in irregular network connections which cannot fit well on parallel computation. The
proposed method uses structured sparsity at various scales
including channel wise, kernel wise and intra kernel strided
sparsity. The pruned network is then re-trained to prevent
lose of accuracy.

3. Pruning Method of Winograd- and FFTbased 2D Convolution
In this section, we describe the theoretical fundamental
of the two efficient convolution algorithms and the mathematical support for the implementation of pruning and retraining. Figure 1 shows the overview of this procedure.

3.1. Pruning
It’s known that convolution can be implemented using
Fourier Transform. Letting F denote the Fourier transform
and F −1 denote its inverse transform, the convolutions between feature map f and kernel g can be computed as follows:
f ∗ g = F −1 (F(f ) · F(g))
The complexity of the FFT-based method requires
6Cn2 log n + 4n2 operations, with each FFT requires
O(n2 log n2 ) multiplications and elementwise product requires 4n2 multiplications [6].
Pruning further reduces the number of multiplications.
Mathematically, the convolution operation after pruning is
only approximate and is given by equation (1):
f ∗ g ≈ F −1 (F(f ) · F(g) · M)

(1)

where M is a mask (with 0 and 1 as its elements) applied to FFT of kernel g, i.e. F(g). Since M is known
at test time, the multiplications which are masked can be
completely avoided. The ratio of 0’s in M to the 1’s is M
is known as pruning rate. One could also avoid computation of corresponding elements in the FFT of feature map
i.e. F(g).
Although FFT shows great speed-up for large kernels,
recent study has shown that for small kernels, Winogradbased convolution algorithm outperforms [5]. Since the
most recent and most successful neural networks typically
adopt deep layers with small kernels (3 × 3 or 1 × 3), it’s
necessary to look at both algorithms.
A recent paper [5] proposed a fast algorithm for 2D convolution using Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithms[8].
To compute an m × n output feature map with r × s filters,
which we denote as F (m × n, r × s), naive convolution requires m × n × r × s multiplications, while the proposed
algorithm requires (m + r − 1)(n + s − 1) multiplications.

Since floating-point multiplications are expensive on GPUs,
saving on multiplication operations means gaining in performance.
For 1D convolution with data size of 4 and kernel size
of 3, we denote the input data to be d = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 )
and kernel to be g = (g0 , g1 , g2 ). We first transform the
input data linearly to be (d0 − d2 , d1 + d2 , d2 − d1 , d1 −
g0 + g1 + g2 g0 − g1 + g2
,
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For F (2 × 2, 3 × 3), d and g are 4 × 4 and 3 × 3 matrices
and the convolution becomes
S = AT [(GgGT )

(C T dC)]A

F (2×2, 3×3) uses 16 multiplications, however the naive
algorithm uses 2 × 2 × 3 × 3 = 36. This is an arithmetic
36
complexity reduction of
= 2.25X.
16
Similar to FFT-based convolution, pruning can also be
applied to Winograd-based convolution. A mask could be

(a) Winograd convolution and pruning

(b) FFT convolution and pruning

Figure 1: Overview of Winograd and FFT based convolution and pruning.
applied to the transformed kernel before element-wise multiplication, as illustrated in equation (2) so that the number
of multiplication could be further reduced.
S ≈ AT [((GgGT )

M)

(C T dC)]A

(2)

Similar to the FFT case, one could also avoid computation of corresponding elements in the Winograd transformed domain of feature map i.e. C T dC.
The heuristics of pruning we used in this work are based
on the absolute value of transformed kernel in the Winograd domain and modulus of transformed kernel in the FFT
domain. The heuristics were also used by [2] and is intuitive, since the absolute value described the importance of
the each parameter element in the transformed domain.

Figure 2: LeNet-5 architecture. Traditional Lenet-5 uses a
kernel size of 5 × 5 and a padding of 2. For the research
Winograd algorithm, however, we used 3 × 3 kernel and a
padding of 1.

3.2. Retraining

4. Experiment Methodology

Aforementioned pruning improves computation efficiency at the sacrifice of validation and testing accuracy.
We address this problem by doing re-training on the kernel
in Winograd- and FFT-domain after pruning, i.e. train the
network given the pruned element permanently set to zero.
Conventional training includes both forward pass of activation and backward pass of gradient. Compared to conventional training and conventional pruning-and-retraining
proposed in [2], the retraining in the Winograd- and FFTdomain faces new challenges. Let’s take Winograd-based
convolution as an example. If only the parameters in the
transformed domain are cached, the gradient in the transformed domain needs to be knew explicitly for the kernel
update. However, when the 2 × 2 gradient of the output
back-propagated from the next layer, it’s impossible to reconstruct the gradient of the 4 × 4 element-wise product
simply from the 2 × 2 gradient. Moreover, it’s also impossible to re-construct the gradient of 4 × 4 data given the
the gradient of the 4 × 4 element-wise product, since multiple gradient entries are forced to zero so the inverse linear
transform will no longer stand.
Thus, we proposed an equivalent method of retraining
to avoid the above mathematical dilemma. Equivalent of
caching the transformed kernel, we cache the original kernel and mask instead. During forward pass, it will cost additional computation of the transformed kernel and applying
mask. In the backward pass, however, the computation of

In this section, we describe our experiment methodology
of investigating the pruning and retraining of the two efficient convolution algorithms. We used LeNet-5 architecture
for our implementation, as shown in Figure 2 with training
on MNIST dataset. The network has two convolution layers
where our techniques have been applied.

gradient and update of original kernel are identical as the
conventional training. In this way, we convert the retraining
problem mathematically to its equivalent.

4.1. Winograd-based Convolution
We used Caffe as the framework for Winograd-based
convolution pruning and retraining. The network we are
investigating is LeNet-5. The dataset we are working on is
MNIST. As describe in the previous section, we defined a
new custom layer class of ’WinogradConv’ where the forward pass and backward pass is performed. The backward
pass is the same as normal convolution, so we reused the
code of ’Convolution’ layer class. However, we should define our own forward pass layer for the problem.
Due to complexity of the algorithm itself, only the CPU
version of the forward pass is implemented. The forward
pass consists of multiple F (2 × 2, 3 × 3) operations which
are finally combined to form the output feature map. Since
the kernel size is 3 × 3, consecutive F (2 × 2, 3 × 3) work
on 4 × 4 patches of data with an overlap of two pixels vertically/horizontally to each other so that no overlap of original kernel exists. To generate the 4×4 patches correctly and
efficiently, we used the im2col method provided by Caffe

with the parameters of dimension of 4 and stride of 2. The
4×4 patches and 3×3 kernels are transformed using gemm
and static array storing the content of C and G in equation
(2). The element-wise multiplications are then performed in
a for loop before transformed back to the domain of output
feature map using gemm and static array storing the content of A in equation (2). The output 2 × 2 output is then
written to the corresponding position in the output feature
map. Despite the use of gemm, the whole algorithm was
implemented in a 6-layer for loop. Because of this, the forward pass is extremely slow and training small network like
LeNet-5 for ten epochs on small dataset like MNIST takes
more than an hour. That’s why we chose small network of
LeNet-5 and small dataset of MNIST.
The new ’WinogradConv’ class has a member variable
of ’mask’, an dynamic array with the same size of transformed kernel. It keeps the mask used in one pruning-andretraining iteration. The pruning is performed once by a
member function ’winograd prune()’ at the beginning of retraining. The function receives the pruning rate as a parameter and sort the existing transformed kernel based on
the absolute value of each element, according to aforementioned heuristics. The pruning threshold is set according to
the pruning rate and the value of each element in the sorted
array. For those elements whose absolute values are less
than the threshold, the element in the corresponding position of the mask array is set to zero permanently.
During retraining, the mask is used in the for loop of
the element-wise multiplication. This is equivalent to using
pruned transformed kernel directly.

4.2. FFT-based Convolution
We used Theano as the framework for implementing FFT-based convolution pruning and retraining. First,
we implemented LeNet-5 architecture using Theano and
trained it on MNIST dataset. Then, similar to Winograd, we
defined new operator for performing convolution in Theano,
called ‘FFTConvOp’. Most of the methods of this operator were kept same as the original convolution operator in
Theano, called ‘ConvOp’. However, we changed the ‘perform’ method, which is used during the forward pass to
compute the function associated with the convolution operator. The input to this function is (i) a mini-batch of input
images, (ii) kernel against which the input feature map is
convolved and (iii)a mask which defines which elements of
the kernel in the FFT-domain should be pruned (set to zero).
The dimensions of the input images is given by B ×
C × H × W , where B is the mini-batch size, C is the
number of input channels, H is image height and W is
image weight. The dimension of the kernel parameter is
given by O × C × h × w, where O is the number of output channels, C is the number of input channels, h is filter
height and w is filter width. The ‘perform’ method per-

Output Classes
Training samples
Test samples
Learning rate
Training epochs
Training error
Test error

10
50,000
10,000
0.1
25
1.12%
1.25%

Table 1: Parameters and error rates obtained for training
LeNet-5.
forms a B × O × C 2-D convolutions between images in
the mini-batch and the input kernels. We replaced this 2D convolution using FFT and inverse FFT given by equation 1. This was implemented using rfftn and irfftn methods in numpy. For a H × W feature map convolved with
hxw kernel, the FFT of the kernel has dimensions given by
(H +h−1)×((W +w)/2+1), and therefore, the mask has
dimensions given by O×C ×(H +h−1)×((W +w)/2+1).
This corresponds to 20 × 1 × 32 × 17 for convolution layer
1 and 50 × 20 × 16 × 9 for convolution layer 2 as 20 and 50
channels were used by the two layers, respectively.
The ‘grad’ function remained unchanged and was used
to update the weights in the time domain during backpropagation while retraining. The FFT corresponding to
the kernel was recomputed every time in the forward pass.
We confirmed that the output of the new convolution layer
matched the output of the original layer when no pruning
was performed. Since the weights of the kernel in the FFT
domain are complex numbers, we used the absolute values
of the weights for pruning, setting lowest p% of the weights
to 0 for pruning rate p.
We note that our current implementation of FFT-based
convolution with pruning on Theano framework is very
slow. It takes about 12 hours for 1 epoch retraining on the
entire MNIST dataset and an additional 30 minutes to perform testing. Therefore, for FFT, we show results for fewer
pruning rates.

5. Experiment Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the parameters used during training
LeNet-5 architecture and the corresponding error rates.
LeNet-5 has two convolution layers.
Figure 3 show the distribution of absolute value of
weights of the FFT of kernel in fully trained LeNet-5. Figure 4 and 5 show the corresponding weight distribution at
50% and 75% pruning rate respectively. It is important to
note that the pruning is applied per channel for each layer
and therefore, the weight distribution after pruning in Figure 4 and 5 may not be equal to the distribution obtained
after simply removing weights corresponding to the lowest
values. However, it is clear that the pruning still retains a

(a) Convolution Layer 1

(b) Convolution Layer 2

Figure 3: Distribution of FFT weights of kernel for fullytrained LeNet-5.

(a) Convolution Layer 1

(b) Convolution Layer 2

Figure 4: Distribution of FFT weights of kernel after pruning 50% of the weights.
Pruning rate
25%
50%
75%
100%

Accuracy loss
(w/o retraining)
0.00%
0.21%
1.19%
89.93%

(a) Convolution Layer 1

(b) Convolution Layer 2

Figure 5: Distribution of FFT weights of kernel after pruning 75% of the weights.

(a) Convolution Layer 1

(b) Convolution Layer 2

Figure 6: Distribution of Winograd weights of kernel for
fully-trained LeNet-5.

Accuracy loss
(1 epoch retraining)
0.00%
0.00%
0.18%
89.93%

Table 2: Loss of accuracy with pruning and retraining of
FFT-based convolution.

large fraction of the weights which have high absolute values.
Table 2 shows the accuracy loss for different pruning
rates for FFT-based convolution, with and without retraining. At 25% pruning, there is no loss of accuracy, even without retraining. This shows that in a fully-trained network,
25% of the weights are already 0 or have values so negligible that they never affect the classifier outcome. Even at
50% pruning, only 0.21% accuracy is lost but the accuracy
is completely regained on retraining the network for only
1 epoch. At 75% pruning, 0.18% accuracy is lost after retraining for 1 epoch. It might be possible to regain that lost
accuracy with more retraining. As a sanity check, we noted
the loss of accuracy with 100% pruning. This should correspond to a random network that has no affect with retraining
- both of which could be confirmed by the table (a random
model would have about 90% error rate).
Figure 6 shows the distribution of absolute value of

(a) Convolution Layer 1

(b) Convolution Layer 2

Figure 7: Distribution of Winograd weights of kernel fullytrained LeNet-5 after re-training with a pruning rate of 0.55

weights of the Winograd of kernel in fully trained LeNet-5.
It is interesting to see that the pruning still retains a large
fraction of the weights which have high absolute values.
The result coincide with our heuristics that only the weights
with large absolute values are kept.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding weight distribution
after retraining with a pruning rate of .0.55. Although the
total number of weights are inevitably reduced, it’s interesting to see that after pruning the weights tends to have
similar overall distribution as the weights without pruning.
This may reveal some internal mechanism of how convolutional layer works. The weight distribution after pruning
and retraining shed light on the possibility that we could do
pruning and retraining for multiple rounds to further reduce
the overall weight size.

1.2
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Figure 8: Test accuracy of pruned Winograd algorithm before and after retraining with different pruning rate. The test
accuracy of original well-train LeNet-5 is 98.2%

Figure 8 shows the test accuracy of the LeNet-5 before
pruning and after pruning, which is what we care about
most. Regardless of inevitable noise, the overall trend of
the test accuracy before pruning is that it drops with the
increase of pruning rate. It is intuitive since the more we
prune, the more information we lose from the original welltrained convolution layer. An interesting thing is that after retraining, the test accuracy can again be restored to the
nearly or even higher than the test accuracy of the original
network. The ’without loss’ pruning rate can be extended
to 90%, meaning we only need to keep 10% of the original
weights. Since the pruned weights has similar distribution,
we could possibly prune-and-retrain for several rounds to
keep the accuracy from dropping.
As we can see, the pruning and retraining work well with
both FFT- and Winograd-based convolution. With reasonable pruning rate, FFT-based convolution only have very
small accuracy loss. With retraining, Winograd-based convolution can sustain its original test accuracy even with
pruning rate of up to 90%. It’s an exciting result that we
should pay attention to, since it not only showed the potential of pruning of fast convolution algorithms, but also
showed some internal structure of neural network.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a pruning and retraining
mechanism for two efficient convolution algorithm. We derived the equivalent approach to handle the mathematical
dilemma of back-propagation with the existance of pruning. The heuristics of pruning in terms of absolute value of
weights are also proposed and tested. Our results showed
that it is possible to prune a large number of parameters in
the transformed domain of Winograd- and FFT-based convolution algorithms. In particular, using Winograd algorithm, it is possible to prune the number of parameters to
10% of the original without any loss of accuracy and with

FFT algorithm, parameters could be pruned to 25% with
only 0.18% loss of accuracy on LeNet-5 network. The loss
of accuracy was measured with only 1 epoch of retraining
since the retraining was slow on our current implementation.
We suggest some direction future work. First, it might
be possible to prune even more with more rounds of retraining. Second, it would also be interesting to prune parameters of fast convolution algorithms on state-of-the-art
networks much larger than LeNet-5, such as AlexNet [4],
ResNet [3] and GoogleNet [7], all of which having large
number of convolution layers. Third, besides compression,
a major benefit of pruning is better performance. Benchmarking performance of fast convolution algorithms after
pruning has been left for future work. Fourth, combining
network pruning and quantization would yield further compression rate, which means even less memory footprint and
potential higher throughput. Fifth, the current CPU implementation of pruning and re-training is way to slow for research on large network and large datasets. Our next step
would be implementing the prune-and-training mechanism
efficiently on GPU. Finally, we would like to explore the potential of customized accelerator (ASIC) designed for such
fast and pruned convolution algorithm. Since the pruning
method we introduced results in huge irregularity in terms
of the pruned location, using customized accelerator would
be able to exploit the potential that general purpose computing platform cannot handle.
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